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ARTH 4573 
HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN 

section 7 – introduction to modernism 

http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/modern-art.htm Pieter Bruegel the Elder (c. 1525 - 1569) - Landscape with the Fall of Icarus;  
Marcel Duchamp - Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2 (1912) 

Early 20th Century*very brief with American/western focus 

}  1900-1910 
}  First flight, Einstein’s Theory of Relativity 

}  1910-1920 
}  WWI, Russian Revolution, Prohibition(US), Titanic, Spanish flu 

}  1920-30 
}  The Roaring 20s 
}  Women’s Suffrage, first silent film, Babe Ruth, Mickey Mouse 

}  1930-40 
}  The Great Depression, Nazis,  Amelia Earhart 

}  1940-50 
}  WWII,  Atomic Bomb, apartheid 
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Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Henry de Toulouse-Lautrec, La Goulue au Moulin Rouge, 1891 

Henry de Toulouse-Lautrec, At the Moulin Rouge, c. 1892-1895 Gustav Klimt, The Kiss, 1907 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Frank Lloyd Wright 

}  Inspiration for designers evolving from 
curvilinear art nouveau toward  
rectilinear approach 
 

Forst, Averell & Co., poster for Hoe printing press, 1870. 

Frank Lloyd Wright 

}  Inspiration for designers evolving from  
curvilinear art nouveau toward  
rectilinear approach 

}  FORM FOLLOW FUNCTION 
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Forst, Averell & Co., poster for Hoe printing press, 1870. 

Frank Lloyd Wright 

}  Inspiration for designers evolving from  
curvilinear art nouveau toward  
rectilinear approach 

}  FORM FOLLOW FUNCTION 
} Experience in printing: 
}  Incorporate white space  
} Establish and work within parameters 
} Combine varied materials into  

unified whole 
 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Margaret and Frances Macdonald with J. Herbert McNair, 
poster for Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts, 1895 

Glasgow School of Art 

} THE FOUR 
} Charles Renney Mackintosh 
} J. Herbert Nair 
} Margaret Macdonald 
} Frances Macdonald 

 

Margaret and Frances Macdonald with J. Herbert McNair, 
poster for Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts, 1895 

Glasgow School of Art 

} THE FOUR 
} Art nouveau tendencies 

tempered with strong 
geometric and rectilinear 

} Symbolic imagery and 
stylized form 

 

Margaret Macdonald, bookplate design, 1896 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Koloman Moser, poster for 13th annual Vienna Secession exhibition, 1902 

Vienna Secession 

}  Sezessionstil   
Secession Style 

Vienna Secession 
}  Two principle institutions dominated the Visual Arts in  

the years prior to the secession : The Akademie de  
bildende Kunste (the Academy of fine arts) and the 
Kunstlerhaus Genessenschaft – a private exhibiting society 
founded in 1861. 
}  Any established artist belonged to the Kunstlerhaus and each 

year their work was either selected or rejected for public 
exhibitions. In this juried selection, it was not uncommon that 
impressionist and modernist works were rejected in favor of 
the prevalent naturalism of academic painting. 

}  Modern-thinking artists in Kunstlerhaus began to meet 
regularly at either the Café Zum Blauen Freihaus or in the 
Café Sperl in order to exchange ideas and discuss the 
work of new artists 

http://www.theviennasecession.com/vienna-secession/ 
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Vienna Secession 
}  In November 1896, the arch-

conservative Eugeen Felix was 
re-elected as president of the 
Kunstlerhaus and the members 
of the organization, many of 
whom had been excluded from 
exhibitions in the past, took  
the opportunity to voice their 
opposition. 
}  Led by Klimt, who had the most 

recognition from earlier work. 

http://www.theviennasecession.com/vienna-secession/ 

Vienna Secession 
}  In April 1897, the Vienna Secession was formally 

inaugurated under the name Vereinigun bildender  
Kunstler Oesterrichs. 

}  It wasn’t until May 25, 1897, after the committee of the 
Kunstlerhaus passed a motion censuring the breakaway 
artists that Klimt and 12 artists formally resigned from 
the organization.  

http://www.theviennasecession.com/vienna-secession/ 

Back row from left to right: Anton Stark, 
 Gustav Klimt (seated), Adolf Bohm,  
Wilhelm List, Maximilian Kurzweil )with cap),  
Leopold Stolba, Rudolf Bacher.  
FRONT ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT:  
Koloman Moser (seated), Maximilan Lenz,  
Ernst Stohr, Emil Orlik, Carl Moll. 

Koloman Moser, poster for 13th annual Vienna Secession exhibition, 1902 

Vienna Secession 

} Klimt, Hoffman, Olbrich, Moser 
 

Gustav Klimt, poster for first Vienna Secession exhibition, 1898 

Gustav Klimt, The Kiss, 1907-08, oil and gold on canvas Koloman Moser, illustration of a duchess and a page from R.M. Rilke’s poem “Vorfruhling” from Ver Sacrum, 1901 Koloman Moser, poster for 13th annual Vienna Secession exhibition, 1902 

}  Bridged 19th century ornament 
and art nouveau  

}  with 
}  Rational functionalism and 

geometric formalism of the  
20th century 
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Ver Sacrum cover designs,  Alfred Roller (1898), Koloman Moser (1899),  Josef Hoffman (1898) 

}  Ver Sacrum 1898-1903 (Sacred Spring) 
}  More a design laboratory than a magazine 
}  Continuously changing editorial staff 
}  Design responsibility handled by rotating committee of artists 

unpaid contributions of art and design all focused on 
experimentation and graphic excellence 

Ver Sacrum cover designs,  Alfred Roller (1898), Koloman Moser (1899),  Josef Hoffman (1898) 

}  Ver Sacrum 1898-1903 (Sacred Spring) 
}  Unusual square format 11 x 11 ¼”, then slightly reduced by about  

2 “ each side. 
}  Preferred vigorous hand-lettering with bold line drawings, 

 printed in color on colored background 
}  Ample margins, careful alignment vertically and horizontally =  

unified whole 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Koloman Moser, poster for 13th annual Vienna Secession exhibition, 1902 

Germany 

}  Gesamtkultur 
} Universal culture existing in a totally reformed 

man-made environment 
} Design as an engine that could propel society 

forward to achieve this Gesamtkultur 
}  2 groups emerged: 
} Muthesius - towards rationalism 
} Van de Velde – towards expressionism 
}  Behrens – attempted to mediate 

Van de Velde 

Koloman Moser, poster for 13th annual Vienna Secession exhibition, 1902 

Germany 

}  Gesamtkultur 
} Universal culture existing in a totally reformed 

man-made environment 
} Design as an engine that could propel society 

forward to achieve this Gesamtkultur 
}  2 groups emerged: 
} Muthesius - towards rationalism 
}  Van de Velde – towards expressionism 
} Behrens – attempted to mediate 

Peter Behrens 

} Artist, architect, designer 
} Early advocate of sans serif 

Peter Behrens 

} Artist, architect, designer 
} Early advocate of sans serif 

Peter Behrens, Celebration of Life and Art:  A Consideration of the Theater as the Highest Symbol of Culture, 1900 
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Peter Behrens, Celebration of Life and Art:  A Consideration of the Theater as the Highest Symbol of Culture, 1900 

Peter Behrens 

} Artist, architect, designer 
}  Early advocate of sans serif 
} Grid system to structure space 

Peter Behrens, AEG trademark and collateral using Behrens-Antiqua, 1907-8 

Peter Behrens 

} Artist, architect, designer 
}  Early advocate of sans serif 
} Grid system to structure space 
} Consistent visual identity 

Peter Behrens, AEG trademark and collateral using Behrens-Antiqua, 1907-8 

Peter Behrens 

} Artist, architect, designer 
}  Early advocate of sans serif 
} Grid system to structure space 
} Consistent visual identity 
}  Lasting influence  

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

First 2 decades of 20th century 

}  “Amidst this turbulence, it is not surprising that 
visual art and design experienced a series of 
creative revolutions that questioned: 
}  Long-held values 
} Approaches to organizing space 
}  The role of art and design in society.” 
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First 2 decades of 20th century 

} Cubism 
}  Futurism 
} Dada 
}  Surrealism 
}  Expressionism 
 

Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937   Pablo Picasso, Man with Violin, 1911-12 

Fernand Léger, The City, 1919 

First 2 decades of 20th century 

} Cubism 
}  Futurism 
} Dada 
}  Surrealism 
}  Expressionism 
 

Carlo Carra, “Parole in Liberta”, 1914 

Futurism 
}  Futurism, as opposed to Cubism--essentially visual 

movement, found its roots in poetry and in a whole 
renovation of language, and featured the concept of the 
New Typography . 
 

http://www.csun.edu/~pjd77408/DrD/Art461/LecturesAll/Lectures/lecture05/Futurism.html 

Futurism 
}  Futurism, as opposed to Cubism--essentially visual 

movement, found its roots in poetry and in a whole 
renovation of language, and featured the concept of the 
New Typography . 
 

}  The futurist poets believed that the use of different sizes, 
weights, and styles of type allowed them to weld painting 
and poetry, because the intrinsic beauty of letterforms, 
manipulated creatively, transformed the printed page into 
a work of visual art. 

http://www.csun.edu/~pjd77408/DrD/Art461/LecturesAll/Lectures/lecture05/Futurism.html 
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Filippo T. Marinetti, G. Guidi-Parole in libertà (words-in-freedom), 1916 

Parole in Libertá  
}  Called parole in libertá (words in freedom),  

which defied correct syntax and grammar,  
to express their emotionally charged poetry 
 

}  The fusion of the cubist painting and the futurist poetry.  
}  A celebration of the machine age, glorifying war and 

favoring the growth of fascism.  
}  Used a painterly typographic design 
}  Poetry as works of visual art. 

http://www.csun.edu/~pjd77408/DrD/Art461/LecturesAll/Lectures/lecture05/Futurism.html Ardengo Soffici, “Bifszf + 18 Simultaneite Chimismi Iirici”, 1915 

First 2 decades of 20th century 

} Cubism 
}  Futurism 
} Dada 
}  Surrealism 
}  Expressionism 
 

Hannah Hoch, Da-dandy, 1919 

Marcel Duchamp, The Fountain, 1917 Marcel Duchamp, L.H.O.O.Q., 1919 
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Marcel Duchamp, L.H.O.O.Q., 1919 Kurt Schwitters, untitled (Grune Zugabe), c. 1920s 

First 2 decades of 20th century 

} Cubism 
}  Futurism 
} Dada 
}  Surrealism 
}  Expressionism 
 

Max Ernst, collage from Une Semaine de Bonte, 1934 Joan Miro 

Salvador Dali, Le Grand paranoiac, 1936 

First 2 decades of 20th century 

} Cubism 
}  Futurism 
} Dada 
}  Surrealism 
} Expressionism 
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Kathe Schmidt Kollwitz, “The Survivors Make War on War!” poster, 1923 Paul Klee, Fish Magic, 1925 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

The Beggarstaffs, poster for Kassama Corn Flour, 1894 The Beggarstaffs, poster for Harper’s Magazine, 1896 

The Beggarstaffs, poster Don Quixote, 1895 

Pictorial Modernism 

} Plakatstil 
}  “Poster Style” – Germany (but other countries also doing) 

}  History of poster as we know begin with the works  
of French designers Cheret, Steinlen and Touluse-Lautrec  
in 1870s 

}  By 1920, the modern poster was established as a highly 
persuasive commercial advertising tool. 

 

Lucien Bernhard, poster for Priester Matches, 1905 
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Pictorial Modernism 

} Plakatstil 
}  “Poster Style” – Germany (but other countries also doing) 

}  Reductive, flat color 
}  Poster designs were expressive and symbolic images 
}  Pictorial graphics influenced by modern art. 

Pictorial Modernism 

} Plakatstil 
}  Reductive, flat color 
}  Poster designs were expressive and symbolic images 
}  Pictorial graphics influenced by modern art. 

}  “... the world was changing, industrialization,  
the growth of cities, the increase of traffic  
and the fast pace of everyday life, required  
that advertisers compete for attention as  
never before.” (Meggs, Critique, 1998) 

 
Lucien Bernhard, poster for Manoli cigarettes, 1910 

Pictorial Modernism 

}  Plakatstil 
 

} War Poster 
 

Early 20th Century*very brief with American/western focus 

}  1900-1910 
}  First flight, Einstein’s Theory of Relativity 

}  1910-1920 
}  WWI, Russian Revolution, Prohibition(US), Titanic, Spanish flu 

}  1920-30 
}  The Roaring 20s 
}  Women’s Suffrage, first silent film, Babe Ruth, Mickey Mouse 

}  1930-40 
}  The Great Depression, Nazis,  Amelia Earhart 

}  1940-50 
}  WWII,  Atomic Bomb, apartheid 

Julius Klinger, poster for Germany’s 8th bond drive, 1917 Otto Lehmann, poster for war-loan campaign, undated 
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James Montgomery Flagg, poster for military recruiting, 1917 Joseph C. Leyendecker, poster celebrating successful bond drive, 1917 

Pictorial Modernism 

}  Plakatstil 
 

} War Posters 
 

} Postcubist Pictorial Modernism 
} Art Deco 
 

Art Deco 

}  The term Art Deco refers to a style that spanned the 
boom of the roaring 1920s and the bust of the 
Depression-ridden 1930s. It affected all forms of 
design, from the fine and decorative arts to fashion, 
film, photography, transport and product design. 

http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/a/art-deco/ A.M. Cassandre, L’intransigeant, 1925  

Art Deco 

}  The term Art Deco refers to a style that spanned the 
boom of the roaring 1920s and the bust of the 
Depression-ridden 1930s. It affected all forms of 
design, from the fine and decorative arts to fashion, 
film, photography, transport and product design. 
}  Absolute faith in machine and technology 
}  Celebration of the mechanical 
}  “Severe geometry” 

http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/a/art-deco/ 

Art Deco 
}  “Art Deco, like its forerunner Art Nouveau, was an 

eclectic style and drew on many sources.  
Designers sought to infuse jaded traditions with new life 
and to create a modern style based on a revitalized 
decorative language.  
To do so, they borrowed from historic European styles, 
 as well as from contemporary avant garde art, the rich 
colors and exotic themes of the Ballets Russes, and the 
urban imagery of the machine age.” 

http://www.vam.ac.uk/page/a/art-deco/ Schulz-Neudamm, cinema poster for Metropolis, 1926 
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Note:  Though art deco usually conveyed unbridled optimism for machines and  
human progress, Metropolis hints at a dystopian future where robots replace people. 

E. McKnight Kauffer, poster for the Daily Herald, 1918 A.M. Cassandre, poster for North Star Paris-to-Amsterdam night train, 1927 

}  A.M. Cassandre (1901-1968) 
}  Pseudonym of Adolphe Jean-Marie Mouron was a Ukrainian-

French painter, commercial poster artist, and typeface designer. 
}  Major influence on Paul Rand, a major importer of Modernist 

graphic design style to mainstream advertising in America in 
coming decades. 

A.M. Cassandre, poster for Dubonnet, 1932 Paul Rand, Dubonnet ads, 1950s; From Cassandre to Chaos article, 1985 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism & Art Deco 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Constructivism 
}  Constructivism was an artistic and architectural 

philosophy that originated in Russia beginning in 1919, 
 at a time when the revolution of 1917 had been 
consolidated and the new Soviet government was  
building a new communist society. 
 

}  Through the 1920s the Constructivists developed radical 
new architecture, graphic design, film and photography, 
and pioneered design styles for the new mass production 
techniques that were helping turn Russia from an 
agricultural society to an industrial one. 

http://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-design/easy-guide-design-movements-constructivism-10134843 

Constructivism 
}  Centrally, the Constructivists rejected the idea of art 

being autonomous from the rest of society: to them, all 
art and design was a political tool. In short, Russia was 
their canvas, the building of the new Soviet nation an art 
project of gigantic scale. 

}  The Constructivists applied this abstract visual  
grammar with remarkable consistency across a wide 
range of design disciplines. Early Soviet graphic design  
is thus an unlikely mix of high avant-garde theory and 
political propaganda. 

http://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-design/easy-guide-design-movements-constructivism-10134843 
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El Lissitzky, Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge, 1919 

El Lissitzky 

}  Saw Russian Revolution as new beginning 
} Communism and social engineering  

create new world order 
}  Technology provide for society’s needs 
} Artist/designer forge unity between art  

and technology 

El Lissitzky, pages from For The Voice by Mayakovsky, 1923 

El Lissitzky, book cover for The Isms of Art, 1924 Salomon Telingater, cover for Slovo predstavliaetsia Kirsanovu, 1930 Gustav Klutsis, Spartakiada postcard, 1928 

Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova, Books! poster, 1924 Franz Ferdinand, 2000s El Lissitzky, experimental collage photography, 1924 
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Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Piet Mondrian, Composition with Red, Yellow, and Blue, 1922 Vilmos Huszar, cover design for De Stijl, 1917 

Theo von Doesburg, cover for De Stijl, 1922 

De Stijl (via van Doesburg) 

} Art into everyday via architecture, 
product design, and graphic design 

De Stijl (via van Doesburg) 

} Art into everyday via architecture,  
product design, and graphic design 
} Art would not be relegated to the  

level of everyday object 
} Everyday object would be elevated  

to the level of art 

Henrik Berlewi, Plutos Chocolates brohchure, p. 6, 1925 Ladislav Sutnar, cover for Getting Married, 1929 Gerritt Rietveld, The Schroeder House, Utrecht, 1924 
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Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, title spread for i10, 1927 The White Stripes, 2000s 

} Visionary prototype  for a  
new world order 
} Unification of social and human values, 

technology 
}  Visual form became a goal for those  

who strove for a new architecture and  
graphic design 

Modernism 
}  Art Nouveau 
}  Frank Lloyd Wright - America 
}  The Four (The Glasgow School) - Scotland 
}  Vienna Secession - Austria 
}  Peter Behrens - Germany 
}  Influence of Modern Art 
}  Pictorial Modernism 
}  Constructivism – Russia, Germany 
}  DeStijl - Netherlands 
}  Bauhaus - Germany 

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, title page Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimer, 1919-1923, 1923 


